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PODCASTS AND BLOGS

READING LIST
I've returned to two favourite books of
mine this month to re-read them.

There are two new episodes of ChangeStories for you to listen
to. Firstly, I had a wonderful conversation with Lorraine
Checklin, a mindfulness coach and Mental Health First Aid
trainer. We discussed mental health at work and she gave me
some practical tips and techniques for building mindfulness
into everyday life.
Secondly, I had the pleasure of talking to Rebecca Mander
about resilience. She discussed some of the myths that exist
about resilience and shared her approach for building
resilience and "bouncing forward".
They are two wonderful episodes and very apt for the world
that we are currently living in I think. You can find both of the
episodes here.
I've been busy writing blogs this month too. I wrote about the
importance of considering the history of an organisation when
trying to create change. Another of my blogs was featured by
The Business Transformation Network this month. this time
about dealing with change fatigue .
If there is a subject that you would like me to feature either in
a blog or a podcast, do let me know. Its always great to hear
your ideas.

The Joy of Appreciative Living by Jackie
Kelm is a great introduction to
Appreciative Inquiry but also features a
series of exercises that you can do to
add appreciation and happiness into
every day life. Jackie's programme is
based on real life research and I have
found this book to be a real tonic over
the years. I returned to it this month to
give me a boost as we started a dark
and dreary January!
As I completed Alison Jones' 10 day
book proposal challenge in January, I
also re-read The Artist's Journey by
Steven Pressfield. This book is a
wonderful reflection about the art of
writing and creativity. If you are
interested in doing more writing or
building creativity into your everyday
life, I'd highly recommend this book,

LISTENING LIST
I've really been enjoying listening to the Ideas on Stage
Leadership Communication podcast this month. This
podcast features monthly interviews with leaders from
around the world, sharing their ideas about what
makes great leadership communication.
I really enjoyed the episode with Mark Leruste, a
hugely successful TED talker and podcast host who
shared some very honest stories about how he
developed his own presentation and public speaking
skills.
Each episode is very entertaining and if you are looking
to improve your own communication and/or
presentation skills, they are really worth a listen.

INTERESTING
RESEARCH

"Interruptions - not
necessarily of operations
both of the thought
processes based on
assumptions that may no
longer be valid - provide an
opportunity to question the
ongoing story"
Michelle A. Barton and
Kathleen M. Sutcliffe

I've read a couple of very
interesting articles this month
that linked to my own work in
change and offer lessons to
many change efforts. The first,
by Michelle A. Barton and
Kathleen M. Sutcliffe in the
MIT Sloan Management
Review takes lessons learnt
from teams fighting wildfires
into the business context.

Again, this connects with my
own research which found
that resistance is the ultimate
source of feedback to the
leader. Ford and Ford suggest
that every time a manager or
leader sees resistance, they
should ask themselves "If I
review this as feedback, what
could I learn about how to
refine the change effort?".

I was particularly struck by the
focus on pausing and
reflecting instead of ploughing
on, which is very relevant to
many change programmes. I
liked the term "dysfunctional
momentum" in the article
which refers to people
continuing along a certain
path without considering
whether it is still the right
thing to do.

The other aspect of this paper
that I really liked was the
approach taken in one of the
case studies to build
participation and
engagement. When the
change manager, Sharon,
experienced pushback on her
change programme, she
noted every concern onto a list
- either as a worry or as an
idea. She then took both lists
to the rest of her executive
team and created a third list the executive action list. She
then brought all these lists
back to the staff meetings and
asked for their ideas.

The second article from the
Harvard Business Review,
focusses on change resistance.
Here, the authors Jeffrey D.
Ford and Laurie W. Ford
highlight the importance of a
managers reaction to
resistance. Instead of seeing
resistance as an annoyance,
managers should see it as
feedback they say.

As it states in the article "she
willingly embraced the core
concerns of her people .. .and
she held events to forge
stronger connections". And by
doing this, increased
engagement.

THE POWER OF BUSINESS
STORYTELLING
In January, I was asked to co-host a webinar with David Lee
from Human Nature at Work where we discussed our own
work in the area of business storytelling and some of the
lessons that we have learnt in how to tell compelling stories
over the years. If you have listened to my podcast episode
with David, then you will know that he is a very entertaining
speaker and this webinar was no exception! If you missed it
and would like to have a listen, click here.
I also completed a small piece of research myself in January
and early February. Whilst many people in business 'get' the
idea that stories are important, I'm also often asked about
the benefits to businesses in using stories. So, I decided to
undertake some investigation to see what research has
been done in this area. There is some great research to
show the positive impact that storytelling can have on
profits and revenue AND on employee engagement. You
can download my presentation of the research by clicking
here.

THINGS TO DO

I've got a couple of events
coming up in late
February.
Firstly, I am facilitating an
HR roundtable for
Kate&Co Recruitment on
25th February focussing
on how HR can support
their leaders and
organisations in building
resilience in 2021. This is
aimed at in-house HR
professionals and is
invitation only so if you
would like to attend, let
me know.

LET'S HAVE A
CONVERSATION
Do get in touch with your
ideas, stories or questions.

On 26th February, I am
running another of my
free business storytelling
workshops. This is aimed
at leaders and SME
busines owners and
focusses on building a
compelling business story
and giving you the skills to
become a better
storyteller.
If you are interested in
attending, you can register
here.

